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VITRIFRIGO VFP60
Portable Fridge-Freezer 

        

   

Product price:  

474,52 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO VFP60 PORTABLE FRIDGE-FREEZER 

The VITRIFRIGO VFP60 from the Vfree Plus series is a portable fridge-freezer
suitable for special installations, ideal for yachts and boats.
With a total capacity of 60 liters and a net weight of 17.7 kg,
this fridge is powered by 12/24Vdc or 100-240Vac at 50/60Hz, with a nominal consumption of
60W,
ensuring energy efficiency of class F. Its compact dimensions, with a total width of 647 mm,
height of 571 mm, and depth of 400 mm, make it perfect for limited spaces.
The internal temperature range varies from +20°C to -20°C,
ensuring optimal food preservation.

The VITRIFRIGO VFP60 features an advanced LCD digital control panel called Total Control,
allowing access to all fridge functions. Additionally, it offers the convenience of remote control
via smartphone through the Remote Control feature.
The presence of an internal LED light improves visibility and reduces energy consumption.

Among the available options for the VITRIFRIGO VFP60, there's the Double Power,
which includes a 12/24Vdc cigarette lighter cable and an external 100-240Vac adapter.
The Super Energy option offers a removable 15600mAh lithium-ion battery for extra power.
The Max Protection feature safeguards the fridge during outdoor use,
while the Solar Kit provides a portable 100/200W solar panel for charging the battery.

For added convenience, the Next Gen Slides option provides ultra-resistant
steel sliding guides for the VITRIFRIGO VFP60. In conclusion,
the VITRIFRIGO VFP60 offers a combination of advanced features and additional
options to cater to specific user needs, ensuring a reliable and convenient refrigeration
experience.
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Technical Specifications VITRIFRIGO VFP60:

Total capacity liters: 60
Net weight: 17.7 Kg
Power supply: 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz
Nominal consumption: 60W
Total width: 647 mm.
Total height: 571 mm.
Total depth: 400 mm.
Energy class: F
Indoor temperature range: +20°C / -20°C

VITRIFRIGO VFD60 Portable Fridge-Freezer

Looking for a cockpit refrigerator with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

The pictures and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 400
Width (mm): 647
Height (mm): 571
Dry weight (Kg): 17.7
Feed Type: 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz
Product type: Portable and special installation fridge-freezers
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 60
Energy class: F
Nominal consumption: 60W
Internal temperature: +20°C / -20°C
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